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EXE CUT IVE SUMMARY
Wh en considering scenar ios of futur e cli mat es due to increases in greenh ouse
gas concent rat ions, most st udies only address t he problem of temperature and
precipit at ion . Here we produce and discuss scenar ios of climate change for t he
Brit ish Isles for a wide range of ot her climate variables. Th e parameters
considered are mean wind speeds, maximum gust speeds, daily weather types,
t he number of gales, incoming sola r radiat ion and evaporat ion.
Th e scenarios ar e developed using t wo techniques: fi r st , the output from
general circulat ion models; second, var iat ions in past climat es, par t icular ly during
past warm periods . Finally, we consider problems ar ising from the use of spat ial
analogues (regions where present clim ate is sim ilar t o that predicted for t he
fut ure in Brit ain ).
The report is ar r anged in two dist inct par t s. In Part 1, we discuss poss ible
changes in t he wind fi eld due to the greenhouse ef ect . If we cons ider only th e
direct grid-poin t output from GCMs (using the UKMO model), then a sm all
increase in an nual wind speeds is suggest ed over central and nort hern Scot land,
and a sli ght decrease over the remainder of th e count ry, wit h the la rgest changes
occurr ing in spr ing. By linking GCM resu lts t o a boundary layer fl ow model, we
created fi ne-resolu t ion scenarios for t hree t est regions. These take int o account
t he ef ects of orography, exposure and roughness length on wind speeds. We fi nd
t hat t he lar gest changes in near -su rface wind speeds occur in the aut umn season ,
bet ween + 5% an d + 8%. The greatest ef ect is seen in the more exposed parts of
t he t est regions.
The sensit ivity of gust spe eds t o a change in t he mean hourly wind speed was
also analysed, t aking Dungeness as the example. It was found that , for th e most
realist ic forcing of mean winds ( +0.5ms" ), the exp ected maximum gust in 100
year s would h ave a speed of 31m0 , ar ound 8m s' h igh er t h an the present -day
value. Whereas we would expect four occur rences in 100 ye ars of gust speeds
great er than 20ms1 on the basis of current condit ion s, th is fi gure r ises to 15 for
t he realist ic forcing scenario.
Part 2 examines possible impacts ar ising from th e greenhouse ef ect on daily
weather pat t er ns, ga le frequency, r adiat ion and evaporation over th e Brit ish
Isles. Daily weat her type and gale frequency scenar ios were constr ucted by
comparison of warm and cold periods from the inst r umenta l record. The war m
periods demonst rated a relat ive increase in ant icyclon icity in spring and sum mer ,
and a relat ive decrease in nor therliness in summer and aut umn. The frequency
of gales in t he winter season increases in t he warm periods , at the expense of the
frequency of autumn gales. Although no overall increase in annual frequency was
obser ved, the most r ecent warm period (1970-89) has seen a higher frequency of
very severe gales.
Ra diat ion and evap orat ion scenarios were const ru cted using the dir ect grid-
point output fr om GCMs. The models suggest incre ases in incoming radiat ion in
sum mer an d, to a lesser extent , in spr ing. Changes in the gt her seasons would be
small. Overall t he changes would be of t he order of l Ownf t , or an increase of
about 4%. Evaporat ion should increase in all seasons excep t wint er , wit h t he
greatest changes found over Scotland and nort hern England.
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PART 1
SCENARIOS OF MEAN WIN D SP EEDS AND MAXIMUM GUST SPEEDS
IN A HIGH GREENHOUSE GAS WORLD
J .P . P alu t ikof and X. Gu o
á
1. INTRODUCT ION
Th e impacts on climate of the greenhouse ef ect wil not be limit ed simply t o
a global warming. All element s of the cli mate syst em will be af ected, and the
changes will vary substant ially from region to region. This section of t he r eport
examines th e possible ef ects of greenhouse gas induced warming on wind speeds
over t he U.K In part icular , we have concentrated on t he const ruction of
scenar ios for t he upland regions of the coun try . In t hese ar eas, a subst ant ial
change in wind speeds has impli cat ions not only for the natural ecosyst em, but
also for th e economic development of the forest ry and wind energy resource. We
h ave t aken t hree approaches t o the problem:
1. The output from General Circulat ion Mode ls (GCMs) is used to examine the
ef ects on mean wind speeds over th e U.K as a wh ole at t he annual an d
seasonal level. The grid-point output from t he GCM control and per turbed
r uns ar e compar ed, and the results interpolated over t he U.K in order to
constr uct t he scenario.
2. The 'broad-brush ' approach described above takes li t t le or no accoun t of the
factors wh ich cause t he near-surface wind to dif er subst an t ially from the
win d above t he boundary layer: t opography, surface roughness, proxim ity t o a
coast al discont in uity et c. In order to der ive scenar ios of the near-surface wind
fi eld we have linked t he vector mean win d output from GCMs t o a boundary-
layer model t o examine in det ail changes in the wind regime over cert ain
upland ar eas of the U.K
3. The sensit ivity of gust speeds to a change in the mean win d speed is examined
by st at ist ical an alysis. It is assumed that both t he mean speed an d the gust
speed distr ibut ion can be describe d by t he 2-parain eter Weibull dist r ibut iop.
We im pose changes in t he mean speed of + 0.5ms-' , + 1.0ms-1 an d + 1.5ms-' ,
and examin e t he ef ect on t he gust speed. Maxim um ann ual gust speed t ime
se ries ar e reconst ructed for a ditr at ion of 100 years. For t he development of
t he methodology we take as our example Dungeness.
Each of t hese approaches t o the problem of const ruct ing regional scenarios of
changes in t he win d fi eld as a result of the greenhous e ef ect is discussed in a
separat e section below.
2. COARS E RE SOLUT ION WIND SCENARIOS
The gr id-point wind speed ou tput from GCMs can be used directly for t he
const ruction of scenar ios of changes in the win d fi eld over th e U.K linked to t he
greenhouse ef ect . For the scenar io const ru ction we have used data from the U.K
Met eorological Ofi ce GCM (UKMO), fully descr ibed by Wilson and Mit chel
(1987). Th is model has a horizon tal resolut ion of 5° by 7.5°, and 11 levels in t he
vert ical, as sh own in Fig. 1.1. Gr id-point output from th is model in cludes values
for t he mean mont hly sur face wind speed. We have used t his output to
invest igat e greenh ouse -gas relat ed changes in the broad-scale wind fi eld over the
U.K Annual and seasonal mean wind speeds were calculated from t he twelve
month ly values.
The left -hand side of Fig. 1.2 shows a cont oured map of th e annual mean wind
speed from t he l xCO2 UKMO run, for t he area around the Br it ish Isles. The
annual mean is computed from t he gr id-point output for the t welve months of
t he year. To assess the performance of t he model, we can compar e th is wit h
pr esent -day wind speeds from observat ional dat a. In GCMs, the t opographic
h eigh t with in a gr id box is const ant , an d each grid box is specifi ed as being either
land or ocean . Therefore we cannot compare th e GCM l xCO2 result s dir ectly
with near-surface observat ions of win d, since t h ese are infl uenced by such factors
as the orography of th e anemometer envir onment, the surface roughness, an d
t he proximity to a coast al discont in uity. Inst ead, we h ave used t he Moore model
of on - and of -sh ore win ds, based on 900mb win d speeds for t he per iod 1961-70
(Moore, 1982; Bart helmie et al., 1990).
The Moore model ext rapolat es downwar ds from the 900mb level to 60m above
th e ground by ass uming a logar it hmic wind speed profile in t he boun dary layer .
The wind speeds are model ed on a 10km by 10km grid. Over land, no accoun t is
t aken of orography. Roughness lengths are not ta ken in to accoun t explicit ly,
alt hough th e formulat ion of the model over land and over sea is dif erent . A
down-win d distur bance due to the coastal discon tinuity is intr oduced. The model
resu lt s have been validated using data from ocean we ather ships, gas an d oil
platforms, and from t all masts over lan d. The 'fl at-lan d' and of shore annual
mean wind speeds computed by the Moore model from 900m b obse r vat ions, and
sh own on t he r igh t-han d side of Fig. 1.2, provide a benchm ark of present-day
condit ions against wh ich the performance of the UKMO cont rol run can be
evaluated. Although t he Moore wind speeds ar e computed for 60m above t he
sur face, wh ereas t he UKMO wind speeds ar e for sur face winds, the rela tive
variat ions ar e st ill compar able. The formulat ion of t h e Moor e model is such t hat
the wind speeds cannot easily be ext rapolated beyon d t he ar ea shown in Fig. 1.2.
In the UKMO model wind speeds are at a minimum of less than 4.5ms-1 over
sout heast England. They increase across the coun try from south to nort h , to a
maximum of 5.4-5.6ms-1 over nort hern Scotlan d, and towards the sout hwest to a
maxim um of 4.7-4.9ms-1 over Cornwall. It should be recalled, however , that t hese
pat t erns are derived from values at only a few grid points, an d therefore t o some
ext ent ar e a fun ction of the char acterist ics of t he contour in g package used. The
Moore model shows minim um wind speeds over sout h-east Englan d, inland from
the coast (5.5-6.0ms-1). Wind spe eds increase towards the coast , an d across th e
coun try towards t he west and nor thwest ., reaching 8 .5-9.0m s-1 in some par t s of
nort hern Scotland. We may assume that the UKMO wind speeds apply to the
st an dard 10m height , and t hat they are related t o t h e 60m winds by a power law
profi le wit h an exponent of 0.16. On this bas is , the UKMO wind speeds match t he
Moore model values in the southeast of t he count ry wel . In t he h igh wind-speed
regions of nor thern Scot lan d the UKMO model underest im ates the Moore model
win d speeds by around 1.5ms-1. Overall, t herefore, th e mat ch is reason ably good
and the UKMO geographical pat tern over t he lan d is realis t ic, alth ough th e wind
speeds over the sea to the west of Scot land appear low relat ive to t hose over t he
sea between Scotland and Scandin avia.
Fig. 1.3 sh ows t he results from the 2xCO2 equilibrium r esponse run for
ann ual mean wind speeds, side-by-side with t he 2xCO2-1xCO2 dif erences . The
annual mean for both the pertur bed and the control run has been calculated from
the grid-poin t output for each of the twelve months of the year. It can be seen
that a small increase over central and nort hern Scotland is predicted for a 2xCO2
world, and a small decrease (not exceeding 0.3ms-1) for the remainder of the
count ry.
The 1xCO2 model results for each season are shown in Fig. 1.4. These maps
ax e computed from the monthly grid-point output of the UKMO GCM, as fol ows:
DJ F for winter , MAM for spring, JJ A for sum mer, SON for aut umn . Wind speeds
are highest in winter and lowest in summer . The only season in which the spatial
pattern deviates markedly from that demonst rated by the annual scenario (Fig.
1.2) is summer . The UKMO model suggests that in t his season the sout h of
England li es in a region of lower wind speeds between maxima >5.2ms-1 over the
Bay of Biscay and the Nor th Sea. In this season the large-scale at mospheric
circulat ion is generally weak and indeterminate. We would expect GCMs to
perform less well in this season than at t imes of the year when the circulation
pattern s are st rong and clear-cut . Moreover , the GCM scenarios have less
relevance to actual surface condit ions, since these are domin ated by local thermal
circulat ions, which cannot be modelled by coarse resolution GCMs.
Figs. 1.5-1.8 show the greenh ouse-ef ect wind fi eld scenarios for the four
seasons . The left -hand side of each fi gure shows the spat ial pat tern cont oured
from the 2xCO2 equilibr ium result s. The right -hand side shows the 2xCO2-1xCO2
dif erences. It is obvious from these maps that the spatial pat terns of wind speeds
in the per turbed run ar e broadly the same as those in the control run. The only
dif erences li e in the intens ity of the pat tern (whether the isolines move closer
toget her or fur ther apart ) and the position of the isolines (determining whether a
par t icular locat ion is subject to higher or lower wind speeds).
When we examine the 2xCO2-1x0 ) 2 dif erences shown on the right-hand side
of Figs. 1.5-1.8, it is clear that the largest changes over the U.K occur in the
spring season. These range from an increase of 0.1-0.2ms-1 over west ern Scot land,
to a decrease of more than 0.2ms4 in sou thern Ireland and southwest Britain . In
spring, summer and win ter an increase in wind speeds is sh own over t he
north ern part of t he country, counterbalanced by a decrease in the south . In
aut umn the scenario suggest s t hat wind speeds wil decrease sli gh t ly over the
wh ole of t he Brit ish Isles.
These scenarios, based dir ectly on t he coarse resolut ion output from the
UKMO GCM, indicat e only a sm all change in wind speeds over t he U.K in a
2xCO2 world. However , as already noted, they have li t t le relevance for condit ions
on th e ground. This is not only becau se th e underlying wind data ar e t aken from
only a few grid poin ts, but also because the par am etr izat ion of the lower su rface
of t he boundary layer (orography, surface roughness et c.) is t oo coar se to produce
resu lt s applicable to a par t icular place. For th is reason , we have linked t he
coarse-resolu t ion GCM output t o a fme resolut ion boundary-layer model in order
t o der ive site-specifi c scenarios. Th is procedure, and t he result s, are descr ibed in
t he next sect ion.
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3. REGIONAL SCENARIOS OF THE WIND FIELD IN A HIGH-0 O2 WORLD
In this section of the report we concentrate on the const ruct ion of regional
scenarios in upland areas of Britain . Th ere ar e two reasons for this. First , the
impli ca t ions of a large change in wind speeds appear potent ially more damaging
for upland areas, where much of the economy is based on the exploitation of
resour ces af ected by the wind, such as forest ry. Second, the development of a
met hodology for scenar io const ruct ion in upland areas is a more complex problem
than it is in lowland areas with lit tle or no orography.
Regional scenar ios of changes in the wind fi eld due to the greenhouse ef ect
cannot be const ructed di rectly from GCM output. To take the case of the UKMO
model, which is typical, the British Isles are completely boxed by twelve grid
points. Two grid points ar e at lat itude/ longitude positions over lying the Brit ish
Isles (see Fig. 1.1). If this situation is contrasted with the pronounced spat ial
variability of wind speed, it is appar ent that the grid poin t output from GCMs can
only be t aken as the fir st step in regional scenario const ruction. An inter face
must be found between the coarse resolut ion model output and the fme
resolution required for a regional predict ion. Numer ical models of the boundary
layer provide such an interface.
3.1 Character ist ics of t he boundary layer model CONFORM
Wind fl ow over areas of level ter rain is relatively simple to model and good
levels of accuracy are achieved using methods such as that developed by Petersen
et al. (1981). The same cannot be said for areas of complex ter rain . In such
regions, wind speeds are highly var iable: on hilltops they will approach the free-
st ream value, whereas in confi ned valleys they may bear li t tle relat ion to the
large-scale circulat ion but instead be governed almost ent irely by local, largely
thermal, influences. At the same time, the data net work for upland regions is
oft en inadequate, as shown in Table 1.1. The combinat ion of these two
cir cumstances, along with the need for wind speed predictions for pol ution
monitoring and in the forestry and wind energy indust ries, has lead to a
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subst ant ial research init iat ive on the developm ent of boundary layer models t o
predict wind speeds.
Boundary layer models range in sophist ica t ion from mass consistent models,
wh ich sim ply at tempt t o make t he wind fl ow over t he t er ra in non-divergent , t o
those with full dynamics. A review of wind models over complex terrain h as been
carried out by Physick (1988). With increasing complexity t h ere is of course a
comput ing penalty, and model choice is generally const rained by cons iderat ions
such as the comput ing power available and the spat ial resolu t ion required. In t h is
st udy we have used a simple ideal fl ow model, CONFORM, based on the
confor mal mapping technique in complex analysis. Th is model is ful ly descr ibed
by Guo and Palu t ikof (1990), and has been shown t o give good resu lt s in
modelling t he present -day wind fi eld.
CONFORM makes th ree assum pt ions about t he characterist ics of the wind
fl ow. It assum es, fi rst , that t he st reamli nes of t he real fl ow coincide with the
st reamlines of t he ideal fl ow and, second, that t he air density is const ant with
depth close to t he groun d. Thus t he real fl ow speed-up factors can be ass umed to
be the sam e as those for t he ideal fl ow. Finally, by assuming neutral st ability t he
model appli cat ion can be extended from t wo-dimensional to three-dimensional
fl ow. The terrain is t reat ed as a number of parallel se ctions oriented along t he
wind direct ion. Each section can be t reat ed as a two-dimensional problem, wit h
no tran sfer of air between the sections. In common wit h many boundary layer
models , thermal fl ows, such as anabatic and kat abat ic winds , are neglected.
Fur ther , the terrain gradients must be low enough th at fl ow separat ion does not
occur .
Table  1.1 Alt it ude of anemom et er sit es in t h e U.K
Anemom et er alt it ude Number P er cent
Below 100m 106 74.6
100-200m 24 16.9
Above 200m 12 8.5
Tota l 142 100.0
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In order to apply the model, the fi rst step is to digit ize the ter rain.
CONFORM handles topography in the form of terrain heights at the
in tersect ions of a two-dim ensional grid. The model extends the real ter rain grid
to some distance from the test region until the topography is fl at and equal in
height to the min imum terrain height in the test region it self. This met hod of
handling the ter rain is similar to that used in the MS3DJ H model (Walmsley et
al., 1986). The model is run once for each wind direct ion and the topographic grid
is rotat ed pr ior to each run in order to br ing it into li ne with the direction of the
wind fl ow. It is assumed that the vertical wind speed profile in the constant
height region is logar ithmic. As the air moves over the two-dimensional terrain
'sli ces' t he speed-up factors are calculated. Observat ional data from one or more
anemometer sites in the test region is then used to t ransform these speed-up
factors into a prediction of the real wind speed at each of the grid intersections.
These predictions can be contoured to produce a wind-speed map of the whole
test region.
In this discussion we have not considered the infl uence of roughness length on
wind speed. In order to incorporate this ef ect into the model, it would be
necessary to produce a roughness length map of the test region. In fact, it has
been shown (Guo, 1989) that wind speeds at the heights above ground considered
her e (10m or ahove) are relatively insens itive to sur face roughness changes. For
this reason, and in view of the work entailed in making any other assumpt ion,
the ef ects of var iable sur face roughness length across the region have been
neglected.
3.2 Const ruction of gr eenhouse scenar ios fr om CONFORM
In order to apply GCM results to num erical modelling of the boundary layer ,
informat ion on both wind speed and wind direction is required. This informat ion
is cont ained in the vector mean winds . The Climatic Research Unit has GCM
vector mean wind grid-poin t output for the Goddar d Inst itute of Space Studies
(GISS) GCM and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) GCM. The
16
GISS GCM (Hansen et . al., 1984) has a horizontal grid resolut ion of 7.83° latitude
by 10° longitude whereas the GFDL model (Manabe, personal communicat ion)
has a resolution of 4.45° latitude by 7.5° longitude.
The dif erence between the vector mean wind for the GCM per turbed run and
the control run was calculated for each grid point aroun d the British Isles. Then,
the 2xCO2-1xCO2 difference for the test region was calculated by in terpolation
from the GCM grid-point values. This dif erence was assum ed to represent the
change due to the greenh ouse ef ect over the constant-height region of
CONFORM.
In order to develop scenar ios of wind speeds in a high greenhouse gas world,
it is necessary to have a baseline est imate of wind speeds and .direct ions in the
constant height region on which to impose the vector mean wind dif erence. This
is obt ained from the observat ional data available for the test region. Suppose
there are two anemometer sites in the test region, both well exposed and not
subject to topographic channeling or thermal wind circulat ions. By averaging
their wind direction observations, we can obtain a wind rose of the frequency of
wind directions for the const ant -height region. Ten-degree bins were used in this
st udy for the const ruct ion of this wind rose. A mean speed can then be assigned
to each ten-degree bin, by subt racting the speed-up factors from the observed
wind speeds as appropriate, and calculating a mean.
The 2xCO2-1xCO2 vector mean wind dif er ence for the constant-height region
was then added to the mean wind speed of each ten-degree bin of the present -day
wind rose. Although the new wind speeds may not li e along t he cent re point of
the ten-degree bins, the mean speed and directional frequency for each bin can be
calculated from those vector winds which li e within the bin boundaries. Using
this new data set for the constant -height region, CONFORM is run to obtain the
greenhouse gas pert urbat ion at each grid-point in the test area. Th is pr ocedure
was fol owed to obtain scenar ios both for the year as a whole and for each season.
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3.3 The t est r egion s
In applying th e method out li ned above, a major const rain t is the ef or t
required t o digit ize t he t errain data. For t his Repor t , three ar eas were considered
for wh ich t he digit izat ion had already been performed. There is no doubt t hat t he
increasing availability of digitized t errain da ta bases wil lead t o maj or advan ces
in boun dary layer modelling. The three test regions ar e all loca te d in upland
areas of t he Brit ish Isles.
Th e first r egion is a 10knix 10km area of t h e Nort hern Pennines,
encompassing t he t wo an emometer sites of Gr eat Dun Fell (GDF) and Moor
House. Th e area is sh own in Fig. 1.9. Dat a ar e available for t he t wo sites for t he
year 1971. The GDF anemomet er is locat ed on the summit of a h ill on t he
west ern edge of t he Pennines, overlooking t he Eden valley t o the west . The
anemomet er is sited 10m above the ground. T he Moor House anemomet er is
some 5km to t he eas t of GDF, on an east wards facing slope. The instrument was
at 13m above t he ground. The sit ing character ist ics of the anemometers are
given in Table 1.2. A west -east topographic profile t h rough t he t wo sit es is also
sh own in Fig. 1.9.
The second t est region (shown in Fig. 1.10) is in Devon, and was originally
selected t o test model performance on a larger spat ial scale. It is a wel -
networked ar ea of r elat ively complex terr ain , where t he topographic gradients
are unlikely t o cause fl ow separat ion. There are fi ve anemometer sites (see Table
1.2) in t he region, an d we have wind speed and direct ion data for the year 1985.
Th e t h ir d test region is the main is land of Shetland, shown in Fig. 1.11. We
have da ta for three sit es, Suset t er Hill , Scroo Hill and Ler wick, described in
Table 1.2. The t errain is relat ively steep in th is locat ion, so that the possibility of
fl ow separat ion arises.
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3.4 Win d speed scenar ios for t h e th r ee t est regions in a h igh
CO2 wor ld
CONFORM has been used t o model t he wind fi eld in each of t he t hree test
regions. In it ializa t ion of the model in each case was performed from t he available
obse rvat ional data . The obser vat ional data were also employed to const ruct
present-day win d roses of wind speed by direction, and the frequency of
occurr ence of winds in each of t he ten-degree direct ion al bins. These wind roses
were t hen perturbed by applying the vector mean wind dif erences (2xCO2-
1xCO2) from GCM ouput . Finally, CONFORM was run using t he pertur bed wind
roses to obt ain scenarios of the wind field in a high greenh ouse gas world.
The underlying forcin g mechan ism for t he scenar io const ruction is t he vector
mean win d grid-point output for 1xCO2 and 2xCO2 from t he GISS and GFDL
GCMs. This is shown in Figs. 1.12-1.41, along with t he 2xCO2-1xCO2 vector mean
dif erences , calculated in CRU. The ar rows sh own in t hese diagram r 6ir ginate
t he gr id-point thek refeLy , and coif ain nformation about t h e win d speed (the
length of the ar row) an d t he direction (the or ientat ion of t he ar row). We can
T able 1.2 Sit e char acter is t ics of t est r egion anem om et er s
AMSL - above mean sea level
AGL - above ground level
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compare the model resu lt s for the cont rol run with known present -day condit ions
in order to obt ain some idea of model performan ce.
Fig. 1.12 sh ows t he annual l xCO2 vector mean winds for t he GF DL GCM
(calculated from the annual values). Th ere is a prevailing west er ly fl ow over t he
wh ole of t he Brit ish Isles, which accords wel wiith reality, alt hough we might
have expected a more southwest er ly component . The st rong sout herly
component over Iceland suggest s that t he Iceland low pressur e syst em is, in t he
GCM, displaced towards the nor theast from its t r ue posit ion . The p erformance of
t he GISS model is less encouraging (see Fig. 1.15). Th e prevailing fl ow to the
nor t h and west of the Brit ish Isles is from the north , t urn ing towar ds t he nort h-
west over t he land su rface it self. However , the north -west component is weak,
and may be t he result of resolvin g two st rong but opposed wind fl ows.
At t he seasonal level, th e GF DL model outpu t cont inues to compar e well with
reality. In t he win ter control r un (Fig. 18) t he prevaili ng wind fl ow is from the
sou thwest , whereas in spring and aut um n (Figs 1 24 and 1.36) it is from t he SSW
and west respectively. In sum mer , the model fl ow is predominantly nort herly.
However , as already noted, in t h is season the large-scale at m ospher ic circulat ion
is weak and ill-defi ned. It is therefore har dly su rp rising that t he GCM fai ls to
m odel t he summer wind fl ow accurately. In the GISS GCM winter control run
result s (Fig. 1.21), t he vector mean win d across the Brit ish Is les is fr om th e
sou thwest but th is forms only a sm all par t of a chaot ic pat t ern over t he t otal
r egion sh own in the fi gure. In t he other seasons the mean fl ow is eit her from t he
nort h (spring, Fig. 1.27, and summer , Fig. 1.33) or indeterminate (aut umn , Fig.
1.39).
Fr om t he above discussion , more credibility can be placed on the GF DL model
r esu lt s, whereas the GISS GCM appears to model the presen t-day wind fi eld less
accurat ely. Test region scenarios ar e presented for both models in t h is report ,
a lthough in the discussion we have concentrat ed on t he GFDL resu lt s.
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3.4.1 Th e N orth ern Pennin es
r
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The map of present-day variations in annual/mean wind speed over this test
L - - .
region, as model ed by CONFORM, is shown in Fig. 1.42. The model was
init ialized with 1971 dat a from Great Dun Fel and Moor House. The grid
resolution was 200m by 200m. Clear ly the init ial state will af ect the ultimat e
prediction of wind speed changes in a high-0 O2 world. It is therefore important
that 1971 should be a I ypical ' year_ in  ticie context of long-term condit ions. Fig.
Y 1.43 shows the(annual mean  wind spee& at Great Dun Fel and Moor House for
the period 1971-79 It can be seen that , whereas at Great Dun Fel the 1971 mean
was slight ly below the nin e year average, at Moor House the year was sli ght ly
windier than normal. Therefore, the model ed present -day wind fi eld for this test
region, based on 1971 dat a, should be representative. In Fig. 1.42, wind speeds
are clearly related to relative altitude (see Fig. 1.9), ranging from less than 7ms4
in the low-lying southwest sect ion of the map, to over I l ms-1 on the highest
summit . )1.(-21,, ,nnakok 1/4.,\ -h . .ZS is taen tw e_ C O t4 F O R  M
r e rczy.q.es 4-1,,,)
\ -____ ___-------" -" cof ,-- ()L.P.& 1.-1..kt k oL(Q. e.sor e d. Sk ,S C-,-Lb it t, h) 0-,-ei ,E,9- 12et ,,,,,v 1A 0-0 7
It should be noted that in all ihag'aimtoul :Zi-pI a rsenier hcererht t ppr tr ; nct 4314L
lower categories are no wider than the intermediate categories. Thus, in Fig.
1.42, the intermediate categories are 0.9ms The -1 wide. wind speed in those areas
shaded in the highest wind speed category NAl il _there fore not exceed)12.3ms-I,
and the wind speed in those areas shaded in the lowest category Will not be leSs)
--__.  
than 6.1ms-1.
Seasonal pat terns ar e shown in Fig. 1.44 . Wind speeds in autumn and winter
are subst antially h igher than those in spr ing and summer , but the spat ial
pat terns are broadly the same throughout the year .
The results of imposing the 2xCO2 pertur bation fr om the GFDL GCM on the
present -day wind fi eld ar e displayed in Figs 1 45-1.49 for the year as a whole and
for each season. The left -hand side of each fi gure shows the 2xCO2 wind fi eld and
the r ight -hand side shows the 2xCO2-1xCO2 dif erence. The annual dif erences
ar e small, indicating a sli ght increase in wind speeds of not more than 0.3ms4
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anywhere in the test region. The trend in winter is for a sli ght reduct ion in wind
speeds , whereas the other three seasons generally show windier condit ions. The
greatest change is in autumn, when an increase of between 0.5ms-1 and 1.0ms-1 is
indicated. As shown by Fig. 1.50, this represents an increase of between 5% and
9%. The highest actual changes are found over hil tops and just below the
summits on slopes facing the prevailing wind. Highest percentage changes are
concentrat ed in the same areas.
The GISS model result s (Fig. 1.51-1.55) are almost the exact opposite of the
GFDL GCM result s. A slight decrease in annual wind speeds in a h igh-0 O2 world
is suggested. This reduct ion is present in all seasons except winter , when a small
increase occurs. The great est change is found in autumn: a fall of up to 0.6ms-1 in
the mean wind speed over the highest summits of the test region.
3.4.2 Th e Devon tes t region
Present -day wind speed pat terns model ed by CONFORM for this region
(based on 1985 data) are shown in Figs. 1.56-1.57. Th e grid resolut ion of the
model in this case was 1km by 1km . Wind speeds in this area are consider ably
lower than those recorded in the Northern Pennines. In order to assess the
representat iveness of 1985 in the cont ext of the long-term picture, we have
examined annual mean wind speeds for the 1975-1985 period for Exeter (Fig.
1.58).
The changes due to a CO2 forcing, as indicated by the GFDL GCM, ar e shown
in Figs. 1.59-1.63. Over the year as a whole, a small increase in wind speeds is
suggested, generally less than 0.1ms-1. This increase is present in all four seasons
of the year . The greatest absolute changes are seen in winter and spring,
achieving over 0.2ms-1 in some par t s of the test region.
The GISS model result s (Figs. 1.64-1.68) indicate a small negat ive change at
the annual level in a high greenhouse gas world over the Devon test region. A
slight decrease in wind speeds in the winter and summer seasons is balanced by a
slight increase in spr ing and autumn . The greatest change is manifest in the
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summ er , when a substant ial area of t he t est region is predicted t o experience a
decrease in wind speeds of around 0.2ms-1.
3.4.3. Sh etland Main Island
Th e Shetland test r egion was model ed by CONFORM using a 350mx350m
grid. The period for which data wer e ava ilable for const ruction of t he pr esent-day
wind fi eld (Fig. 1.69-1.70) was May t o December 1986. In Fig. 1.70, t herefore ,
spr ing is represent ed only by dat a from May, an d win ter by data from December .
Ann ual wind speeds in Shetland are of t he same order as those obser ved in t he
Nort hern P ennin es test region. In Fig. 1.70, h ighestb in d speeds ar e sh own in
the win t er (December only) and aut umn seasons. The low values in spring are
probably due t o t he fact t hat the winfi est months of th is season (Mar ch and
Apr il) are missin g in t h is an alysis. The annual mean wind speeds for th e per iod
1957-86 for Lerwick, one of the three an emometer sites in the test region, are
sh own in Fig. 1.71. The annual mean wind speed in 1986 was sli gh t ly above the
long-term mean.
The 2xCO2-1xCO2 ch anges in t he win d fi eld, and t he 2xCO2 win d speeds, are
sh own for t he GFDL GCM in Figs. 1.72-76. In t hese scenarios , the spring season
changes are calculat ed by comparing GCM ouput for May with t he May observed
dat a, and t he win ter changes calcula ted by comparing December GCM out put
wit h December obser vat ions. The changes at the ann ual level are quit e sm all ,
less t han + 0.3ms-1. However , lower wind spe eds are indicated in win ter (up t o -
0.3ms-1) an d sum mer (up to -0.2ms4 ). A small posit ive change is suggest ed in
spring, over m ost of t he test region less than 0.2ms-1. The great est change is
foun d in aut unur at leas t + 0.4m s-1 every where in th e test region, r is ing t o
almost + 1.0ms-1 in places. The autumn changes are expressed as a percent age
change in Fig. 1.77, wh ich shows increases of between 4% and 8% across t he t est
region .
Figs . 1.78-1.82 show t he GISS GCM-based result s for 2xCO2 and 2x0 02-
1xCO2. The ann ual changes are very sm all. A posit ive change of up to 0.2ms-1 in
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of set by lower wind speeds in the other three seasons, up t o a maximum of
bet ween -0.2ms-1 and -0.3ms-1.
3.5 Conclusions
We have used t he vector mean win d speed output from t h e GFDL and GISS
GCMs with the boundnry-layer model CONFORM to const r uct regional scenarios
of the change in the wind fi eld due t o t he greenhouse ef ect . Three test r egions
h ave been invest igated: t he Nort hern Pennin es, Devon and t he Main Island of
Shetland.
The r esult s from t he t wo GCMs are not always consistent wit h regard t o the
sign of t he change. Wh en we compare the vector mean wind fi eld for th e l xCO2
simulat ion with present -day condit ions, the GFDL m odel resu lt s are clear ly
superior t o those produced by the GISS GCM.
For the Nor th ern P ennines, the GFDL GCM and CONFORM indicate an
increase in wind speeds due to the greenh ouse ef ect in all seasons except win ter .
The great est increases ar e seen in t he autum n , bet ween + 0.3ms-1 and + 0.7ms-1.
When expressed as a percen tage, th is represents a 5-8% increase, with th e
great est change experienced over h ill t ops and j ust below t he summit s on slopes
facing the preva iling wind. Changes of a similar sign and m agnitude are indicat ed
for Shet lan d, except in sum mer wh en wind speeds sh ow a sli ght drop. Th e
great est increase is again in t he autumn, of bet ween 4% and 8%. Lit t le change is
indicated for the Devon test region.
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F ig. 1.42 Pr esen t -day annual m ean w ind speeds (m s-1) in t h e N or t h ern pennines,
as m odel l ed by CON F ORM .
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4 . THE GRE ENHOUSE EFFECT AND MAXIMUM GUST SPEEDS
A gust may be defi ned as a rapid increase in the strength of the wind relat ive
to the mean st rength obta ining at the t ime (McIntosh , 1972). Gust speeds are not
modelled directly by GCMs Yet for many applications it is more important to
understand the impli cat ions of the greenhouse ef ect for gust speeds than it is to
know the possible ef ects on mean wind speeds. The amount of damage to
buildings, t rees and electricity supply syst ems is determin ed by gust speeds, and
if these speeds should increase in a high greenh ouse gas world, then the amount
of damage will also increase.
In order to invest igat e the ef ect of greenh ouse warming on gust speeds, we
have looked at the sensit ivity of gust speeds to a change in the mean wind speed.
If we examine the spectrum of the horizontal wind speed in temperat e latitudes,
we find two st rong peaks . The fi rst has a centre-frequency of 0.01 cycles/ hour ,
corresponding to the typical 4-day t ransit time of major synopt ic systems and
termed the macromet eorological peak. The second peak contains higher
frequencies corresponding to periods from about 10 minutes to less than 3
seconds and is associat ed with the turbulence in the boundary layer . This is
called the micromet eorological peak . The hourly mean wind speed cont ains only
fl uct uations of the wind climat e associated with the macrometeorological peak,
wh ereas the gust speed contains also the turbulence of the micrometeorological
peak. Thus the maximum gust speed for a part icular hour can be expressed in
ter ms of the mean wind speed of that hour and the inwind tur bulence in tensity.
In turn , provided the terrain is fl at and uniform, the rat io of t he inwind
tur bulence intensity at a par ticular height above ground to the mean wind speed
at the same height is a function only of the roughness length of the terrain, the
zero-plane displacement and the gradient height . These relat ionsh ips, t aken from
Cook (1985), form the basis of our analysis of the response of the maximum gust
speed to a forcing of the mean wind speed.
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4.1 The methodology
For t h ese sensit ivity studi es, we t ook as our example t he Dungeness wind
record, using dat a from 1979. This anemomet er , now closed, was sited on a
sh ingle bank close t o t he sea at OS gr id reference (61) 090171. The site th erefore
fulfills th e crit er ia that it should be fl at and th at the incoming wind sh ould not
experience marked changes in the roughness length of the su rface over wh ich it
passes. Th e r elat ionsh ip between t he mean speed an d the gust speed becomes
more complex where t hese crit er ia ar e not fulfilled.
4.1.1. Treatm en t of th e h ourly m ean wind sp eed data
Th e Dungeness hourly wind speed data were first st andardized t o a surface
roughness length of 0.03m. We took th e r eal r oughness length s, as comput ed
from 1:25,000 t opographic maps (see P alut ikof et al., 1989). Then, assumin g a
0 ,-.) Ca r ,  T O
logarit hmic wind speed profile through th e boundary layer , we comput ed t he t e‘
ra t a v43•S
mean wind speed at each h our at 60m above t h e surface from the for mula .
€l ort • -c-r v)
vm
"-we ?
= vhl n (zm/ zo)/ ln (zh/ zo)] ...1 t e .  0.  \O c ke l ‘e i
Cca t d S ,S• 0
Sper-e_wh er e vm is the wind speed at 60m above the ground;
vh is the observed wind speed;
zo is the r ough ness length in th e 30° sector in
which t he wind speed observat ion occurs;
zh is the anemometer height , here 10m above ground;
zm is set equal to 60m .
Th e h eigh t of 60m is assum ed t o be t he blending h eigh t , wh ere t h e ef ect of
the individual roughness length elements will have blended t o an overall value
(Wieringa , 1986). The wind at th is heigh t is t ermed by Wier inga th e mesowind. If
we th er efor e pr oceed to subst it ut e a value of zo = 0.03m in an equat ion of t he
form of Equat ion 1, we can derive the 10m roughness-st andardized wind speed
from t h e m esowind speed.
We assumed, in common wit h many invest igat ors, that th e best -fi t probability
distr ibut ion for h our ly mean win d speeds is t he two-paramet er Weibull
dist r ibut ion (see Conr adsen et al., 1984 for a review). The Weibull pr obability
density fun ction may be expr essed  as  fol ows:
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P (V) = (k/ c)(V/ c)k-lexp [-(V/ c)k1
where V is t he wind speed;
c is t he scale paramet er (sam e unit s as V);
k is t he sh ape parameter (dim ensionless ).
Th e t wo par ameters of the dis t ribut ion, c and k, can be calculated usin g t he
maximum li kelih ood met hod (Law and Kelton , 1982). When c and k ar e
calculat ed for t he actual and roughness-stan dardized hourly mean wind speeds at
Dungeness we obt ain:
Obse rved
Roughness-st andardized
c(ms-1)
7.1158 2.0561
7.1451 2.1039
Looking at t he scale par ameter , c, it can be seen that the st andardizat ion
procedure h as made lit t le impact. This is because, as already noted, th is is a fl at
open sea-side site, wit h few obst ructions.
It was decided t o invest igat e t he sensit ivity of gust speeds to an increase in
t he h ourly mean wind speeds of 0.5ms-1, 1.0ms-1 and 1.5ms-1. Accordingly, three
new dat a se ts (F 1, F2 and F3 r espectively) were created from t he st andardized-
r ough ness data se t . This was done sim ply by adding t he appropr ia te amount to
each value in th e in it ial , present-day, da ta se t of hou rly mean wind speeds .
Taking the exam ple of t he +0.5ms-1 dat a se t , the new c and k par ameters ar e
7.6692ms-1 and 2.2225. It can be noted that t h? value for t he shape param eter
30 4 ,46.fi  ‘ cw.,aea
h as changed. Th is is because t he Weibull par anwtb r commences at zero, and the
sh ape parameter must t herefor e 'st retch ' in torder t o accomodate t he new
distr ibut ion , rat her t han simply sh ift along. This is an import ant point , which
will be ret urned to lat er .
4.1.2 Trea tm en t of th e m axim um gust speeds
Usin g t he meth od descr ibed by Cook (1985), the rat io of the maximum gust in
any h our t o t he mean speed (t he gust factor ) can be computed. We obta ined, by
t his met hod, a gust factor of 1.36 for 3-second gust s, and a gust factor of 1.41 for
1-second gust s. When t hese gust factors were compared wit h a se t of actual gust
speeds , they were foun d t o be too low. It was assum ed t hat t he gust speeds would
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Table 1.3 Gu st sp eed dat a set scale an d sh ape par amet er s.
also conform t o a Weibull dist ribution (an d visu al inspect ion showed that t h is was
a reasonable assumption). Th e scale paramet er for t h e actual gust speeds was
foun d to be 11.45ms-1. Wh en gust speeds wer e calculat ed from the r oughness-
st andardized hourly mean wind speeds using th e computed gust factor s, we
obt ained a scale param et er of 10.11ms-1 for 1-second gust s and 9.71ms-1 for 3-
second gust s. We t herefore assigned a gust factor of 1.60, comput ed fr om t he
rat io of t he gust speed scale paramet er (11.45m s-1) to the roughness -standar dized
hour ly mean speed scale parameter (7.15ms-1).
The three dat a sets of hourly mean wind speeds, F I , F2 and F3, were
incremented at each hour using the gust factor of 1.60, to pr oduce synthet ic dat a
set s of gust speeds, GI , G2 and G3. The scale and sh ape par ameters of t he
Weibull distr ibut ion for each of t he gust speed data se ts wer e then calculat ed,
and are list ed in Table 1.3 along with c and k for t he present -day obse rved gust
speeds (G) and t he gust speeds comput ed from t he roughness-standardized win d
speeds an d a gust factor of 1.60 (GS).
4 .2 Maximum gust speed scenar ios
Using the c and k parameters and a random number generator, 100-year
synthetic data series of the maximum gust speed in each hour were created for
GS, Gl , G2 and G3. The maximum value in each year was then extracted. The
results are plotted in Fig. 1.83, and exceedance values are given in the upper par t
of Table 1.4.
Table 1.4 shows that at the present day we may expect the highest gust speed
in a year to exceed 20ms-1 four t imes in a century. This frequency rises to 14
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t imes per cent ury wh en t he mean hour ly wind speeds are augment ed by 0.5ms-1,
and t o 24 t imes per cen tury for an augment at ion of 1.5ms4 . For t he four data
sets, GS, GI , G2 an d G3, the maximum gust speeds over the 100 years ar e :
It can be seen t hat t he maximum gust speed actually decreases bet ween G2 and
G3 even t hough G2 is based on the mean hourly wind speed plus 1.0ms-1,
whereas G3 is based on t he mean hourly wind speed plus 1.5ms-1. The reason for
t h is has alr eady been referred t o: as t he scale param et er of t he Weibull
dist r ibut ion changes, the shape par ameter must also change in order t o
encompass t he full range of values st ar t ing from zer o. In Fig. 1.84 we show the
per cen tage frequency dist r ibut ion for GS and G3, along wit h the fi t t ed Weibull
cur ves . Wh en t he two Weibull curves are plot ted together (F ig. 1.85a), it can be
seen t hat the t ail of t he G3 cur ve ext ends by only a very small amount beyond
t he t ail of the GS curve.
The impact of t h is ef ect has been inves t igated fur t her , by cons training t he
sh ape paramet er t o th e init ial value for GS (2.11) wh ile allowing th e scale
paramet er to vary according t o t he imposed forcing. Fig. I .85b sh ows t he ef ect of
prescribing the shape par amet er . The tail of the G3 cur ve now extends well
beyond th at of t he GS cur ve. In Fig. 1.86 t he G3 frequency dis tr ibut ion is shown ,
with t he Weibull cur ve for a free scale par am eter and a sh ape parameter of 2.11
superimposed.
The ef ect of prescr ibing t he sh ape par am eter is sh own in the lower par t of
Table 1.4. Th e number of occurrences greater than 20ms4 for GI (hour ly mean
wind speeds increased by 0.5ms-1) has r isen from 14 to 15, and for G3 (hourly
mean wind speeds increased by 1.5ms-1) from 24 to 30. For the four data sets t he
maximum gust speeds over th e century are:
GS
GI
22.97ms-1
30.58ms-1
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G2 31.92ms-1
G3 32.93ms-1
Thus the ef ect of prescribing the shape parameter is to increase the number of
occurrences above the specifi ed thresholds, and to increase the maximum gust
speed over the century. The new t ime ser ies of maximum ann ual gust speeds ,
based on prescribed sh ape parameters, are shown in Fig. 1.87.
4 .3 Conclu sions
Sensitivity studies have been performed to demonst rat e the ef ect on
maximum gusts of increases in hourly mean wind speeds of 0.5ms-1, 1.0ms4 and
1.5ms-1. Wind data from Dun geness were taken as the example. In order to
per form these analyses, it was assumed that the best -fit probability distribution
for both mean wind and gust speeds is the two-param eter Weibull distribution. It
was found that the imposition of the prescribed forcings led to a change in the
scale paramet er of the Weibull dist ribution, which in turn reduced the speed of
t he most ext reme gusts. In order to solve this problem , the shape parameter was
prescribed to the value obtained for present -day gusts.
T ab le 1.4 Number of t im es in 100 years st at ed thr e sh olds exceeded
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Fr ee sh ape par am et er
Thr esh old (m s-1) GS G1 G2 G3
20 14 20 24
22 8 15 15
24 4 7 5
26 2 4 3
28 0 4 1
30 0 0 0
32 0 0 0
P r escr ibed sh ape par amet er
Thr esh old (m s-1) GS GI 0 2 G3
20 15 25 30
22 9 12 19
24 5 9 15
26 3 4 8
28 2 2 3
30
32
1 1 31
Given the results from GCMs, and t he scenar ios developed from them in
Section 3 of th is repor t , it is clear that t he most realist ic forcing of hour ly mean
win d speeds is 0.5ms-1. The result ing expected maxim um gust in 100 years would
have a speed of 31ms-1, around 8ms-1 great er t han t h e 100 year maximum
calculated from present -day dat a. Whereas we would expect four occur rences in
100 years of gust speeds greater than 20ms-1 on the basis of cur rent condit ions,
th is figure r ises t o 15 for t he realist ic forcing scenario.
Mean wind and gust speeds for Dungeness are not par t icula rly severe. This
site was se lected because it is fl at and open , so that t h e ef ect of orography could
be ignored in t he init ial development of the met hod. However , wit h some
possible modificat ions, t here sh ould be no reason why the method could not be
appli ed in any ar ea of t he Brit ish Isles, in par t icular t hose regions more
vulnerable to the ef ect s of dam aging gusts.
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Fig. 1.83 Ma xim u m g ust sp eed in each year of 100 year synt h et ic gust sp eed t im e
ser ies com put ed for th e presen t day an d for for cin gs of 0.5m s' , 1 0m s-1 an d
1 5m s-1 im posed on t h e h our ly m ean win d speeds.
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Fig. 1.84 Percentage frequency dist r ibut ions and fi t ted Weibull curves for GS
(upper diagram ) and G3 (lower diagram).
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Fig. 1.85 Fit t ed Weibull curves for GS and G3 dat a sets. In th e upper diagr am
(85a) t he sh ape paramet er k for G3 is free, in the lower diagram (85b) k is
pr escribed.
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Fig. 1.86 Percentage fr equency dist ribut ion an d fi t t ed Weibull cu rve for G3,
shape par am eter k set at 2.11.
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Fig. 1.87 Maxim um gust speed in each year of 100 year synt h et ic gu st speed t ime
ser ies comput ed for t he pr esent day and for for cings of 0.5ms' , 1 0m s-1  and
1.5m s-1 imposed on t he hourly mean wind speeds . Based on Weibull
dist ribut ion s with t h e scale param eter k constr ained t o t he present -day
valu e.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this section of the report we have produced scenarios of the change in
mean wind speeds and maximum gusts over the Brit ish Isles due to the
greenhouse ef ect . Three approaches have been taken to the problem of scenar io
const ruction. First , we have used the mean wind speeds from the UKMO GCM to
look at broad-scale changes at the annual and seasonal level for the whole of the
Brit ish Isles. However, because of the coarse model resolution, the result s from
this approach take lit tle or no account of the factors which cause the near -surface
wind to dif er substant ially from the wind above the boundary layer: topography,
roughness length etc. For this reason, in the second approach we have linked
GFDL and GISS GCM vector mean wind output to a boundary-layer fl ow model
(CONFORM) in order t o examine in detail the possible changes in three upland
areas of Britain . Finally, the sensit ivity of gust speeds to a change in mean wind
speed has been examined by stat ist ical analysis.
The UKMO GCM mean wind speed out put suggests that annual wind speeds
will increase sli ght ly over cent ral and northern Scot land in a high-0O2 world, and
decrease slight ly (by not more than 0.3ms-1) over the remainder of the country.
The greatest seasonal changes are seen in spring, ranging from an increase of 0.1-
0.2ms-1 over west ern Scotland, to a decrease of more than 0.2ms-1 in southern
Ireland and southwest Britain .
By linking GCM result s to a boundary-layer fl ow model, we can creat e fi ne-
resolut ion scenar ios which take into account the ef ects of orography, exposure
and roughness length on wind speeds. Three test regions have been examined:
the Norther n Pennines, Devon and the Main Island of Shet land, using the GISS
and GFDL GCMs. We consider the results from the GFDL GCM to have more
validity .
The model results for two of the test regions demonst rate a substant ial
change in wind speeds due to the greenhouse ef ect . In both the Northern
Penn ines and Shetland, increases of between 5% and 8% are suggested in the
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autumn season, the greatest changes occurring over hill tops and and just below
the summits on slopes facing the prevaili ng wind.
Sensitivity studies have been performed to examine the ef ect on maximum
gust speeds of increases in hourly mean wind speeds of 0.5ms-1, 1 0ms-1 and
1.5ms-1, taking data from Dungeness as the example. It was assum ed that the
best -fi t probability dist ribution for both mean wind and gust speeds is the two-
parameter Weibull dist ribution. The sensit ivity experiments were per formed
with both a free and a prescribed (to the present -day value) shape paramet er .
It was found that , for the most realistic forcing (+0.5ms-1, given the result s of
the wind scenar ios) the expected maximum gust in 100 years with a prescribed
shape paramet er would have a speed of 31ms-/ . This is around 8ms-1 greater than
the 100 year maximum calculated from present -day data. Whereas we would
expect four occurrences in 100 years of gust speeds greater than 20ms-1 on the
basis of current condit ions, this fi gure rises to 15 for the realist ic forcing scenario.
Th is section of the report has out lined a set of methods to invest igate the
possible impli cat ions of the greenhouse ef ect for mean wind and gust speeds over
the Brit ish Isles. These methods have been appli ed to a limited number of
locat ions, but this is only because of the limitat ions imposed by dat a availability
and the time required for terrain digitization. Wind speeds vary st rongly over
relatively small dist ances, and it is not possible to ext ract a meaningful scenar io
from coarse resolut ion GCM output directly. However , we have shown her e that
it is possible to introduce interfaces which will allow the meaningful
interpret at ion of GCM output in terms of specifi c locations.
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PA RT 2
SC E N A R I O S O F DA I LY W E AT H E R P AT T E R N S,
G A LE D AY S, R A D I AT I O N A N D EVA P OR AT I O N
I N A G R E E N H O U SE G A S W O R LD .
P .D . J on es an d D .Tay lor
á
1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
This part of the report examines fur ther the possible impacts of greenhouse gas
induced changes on various aspect s of British climate. Assessments are made of li kely
changes in daily weather pat terns, the number of gales over the region and of possible
changes in evaporat ion and radiation in the future. The coarse resolut ion of General
Circulat ion Models (GCMs) means they are not appropriate for looking at changes in
daily weather pat terns an d gale days. For these measures we assess possible changes
by considering past variat ions.
First , we consider what changes in daily weather pat terns may occur . The
scenarios ar e developed from an analysis of past warm and cool periods over the
Northern Hemisphere. The dai ly weather pat terns during two hemisph erically warm
periods, 1934- 53 and 1970- 89 are cont rasted and compared wit h pat terns during the
cool period of 1901- 20. Possible changes in the future are indicated an d their impact
on changes in seasonal temperatures and precipitation t ot als is assessed .
Second, we investigate whet her there has been a change in t he number of gale days
over the last 100 years in this region. We develop , for this purpose, a long (back to
1880), homogeneous index of the number of gales over t he United Kingdom and the
North Sea. Possible changes in the fut ure are assessed by comp aring seasonal gale
counts during the above hemispheric warm and cool periods.
Third, we consider whether changes are likely in two other paramet ers of the
cli mate syst em, the am ount of solar radiation an d evaporation tot als. Both these
parameters are produced as output s from some GCMs. The models simulat ions of the
present clim ate are int ercompared. The lack of a real world climatology, however ,
means that it is not possible to say which model is bet ter , if su ch a model exist s. The
impli ed chan ges from the models for the pertur bed cli mate wit h 2x CO2
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concent rations are compared and major intermodel consistencies are highlight ed .
GCMs and past cli mate variat ions are not the only methods that have been
proposed for assessing what fut ure changes in climate might be. The spat ial analogue
method has been proposed. This method seeks to fi nd regions of the world where the
present cli mate is similar to tha t which may occur in future Brit ain. The fi nal part of
the report concludes with some considerat ions for identifying candidate regions.
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2 LA M B W E AT H E R T Y P E A N D G A LE F R E Q U E N C I E S.
2 . 1 La m b W ea t h er T yp es
The Lamb Cat alogue is  a  classifi cat ion scheme which describes the daily weather
pat terns over the Brit ish Isles and the immediate surroundings (Lamb , 1972). This
classifi cation provides  a  means of quantit at ively assessing the characteristics of the
atmospheric circulation over monthly or seasonal periods without neglect ing synoptic
fl uctuations on the daily time-scale.
The Brit ish Isles region has the world 's longest series of daily weat her chart s,
continuous from 1861. The Lamb classifi cat ion is based on the charact er and general
steering of the weather pat terns in this region . Seven basic typ es are used : fi ve types
are direct ional (westerly, northerly, north-westerly, easterly, an d southerly air fl ows)
and two types are used when a synoptic system dominates the region (ant icyclonic an d
cyclonic). The dir ectional types relate to the steering of synopt ic system s rat her than
the surface wind direction . These types are described in Table 2.1.
Each day is classifi ed by the general circulation pat terns throughout the whole day
an d not at a particular time during the day. Altogether , the classifi cat ion has 27
possible types, including unclassifi able days and all compatible hybrids e.g. ASW.
Although , by defi nit ion , the cla ssifi cat ion is subjective and may not be entirely
reproducible, t he cat alogue is internally consistent since Lamb carried out the
classifi cation of the whole period himself.
Since it s development , t he Lamb cat alogue has been used widely in studies of the
climat e of the British Isles. Barry and Perry (1973) present  a  useful discussion of a
number of it s applicat ions. The cat alogue contains a vast amount of informat ion and a
num ber of attempts have been made to condense the data, most popularly using
indices. A Principal Components Anal ysis was carried out by J ones an d Kel y (1982)
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Easterly(E):
Southerly (S):
Table 2.1
T he seven basic types of the Lamb daily weat her
classifi cat ion scheme, after Lamb (1972).
Anticyclonic(A):
Cyclonic(C):
Westerly(W):
N ort h- westerly (NW ):
Northerly (N):
2 .2 T im e- Serie s o f Lam b W eat her Ty p es
Anticyclones centred over, near, or extending over the
British Isles.
Depressions passing frequently or stagnating over the
British Isles.
The central isobar of the depression should extend over
the mainland of Britain or Ireland.
High pressure to the south and low pressure to the north,
giving a sequence of depressions travelling eastwards
across the Atlantic. This is the main, progressive zonal type.
Azores anticyclone displaced north-east or north towards the
British Isles. Depressions forming near Iceland and
travelling south-east into the North Sea.
High pressure to the west or north-west of Britain
extending from Greenland southwards possibly as far
as the Azores. Depressions travel southwards from
the Norwegian Sea.
Anticyclones over Scandinavia extending towards Iceland
across the Norwegian Sea. Depressions generally to the
south of the region over south-west Europe and
the western Atlantic.
High pressure over central and northern Europe.
Depressions blocked to the west or travelling north
or north-eastwards of western coasts.
an d Brif a, Jones and Kel y (1990) which demonstrated that the basic types accounted
for more than 70% of the total variance. In ot her words, hybrid Lamb Weather Types
were not required to monitor climat ic change.
T he frequency of each of the seven basic Lamb Weather Type (LWT ) classifi cations
was examined on both seasonal and annual time-scales. The time-series of these
frequencies were plot ted for the period 1861- 1989 along with the values when passed
through a 10 year Gaussian Filter . The tot als for each of the seven basic types takes
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into account hybrids (i.e. AN would count half a day to both A and N while CSW
would count one third of a day to the three types C, S and W ).
The plot s are presented in fi gures 2.1-2.7. The most important features of each
classifi cat ion ar e discussed below. The fi gures in br ackets after each typ e show the
average number of days per year (1861- 1989) having that classifi cation .
A nt icy clon icit y (Annua/ A verage Frequency = 91.5)
This is clearly an important classifi cat ion as it account s for one quarter of the days
in any year . The number of anticyclonic days ar e spread approximately evenly
between the seasons, there being fewer on average in winter . Winter, spring and
summer all show the same t rend in the lat e 19th cent ur y; an increased frequency of
anticyclonic days. These seasons also show the subsequent decli ne to the lowest tot als
which were recorded during the 1920s. Aut umn shows comparatively lit tle variat ion
du ring these periods.
The 1940s and 50s show major variability only in spring wit h markedly higher
frequencies than throughout the previou s fi fty years. The most notable t rend in recent
decades can be found in summer; since the mid 1960s, there has been a clear an d
abrupt shift towards a higher incidence of anticyclonic days.
C y clon icit y (A nnual A verage Frequency = 64.8)
A greater prevalence of cyclonic days is experienced in summer, the other seasons
being evenly represented . The clearest changes in frequency have occurred within the
las t 30 years. Spring shows a marked increase from 1960 until the present while the
summer tot al steadily decli ned from 1960 unt il the mid 70s but has since regained
mean values. These variations are apparent in the annual plot ; the mid 1970s show a
dr op which was formed by sli ght dips in all the seasons' totals. Since then , the annu al
tot al has increased, largely as a result of the spring changes noted above.
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Fig . 2.1 Frequency of Ant icyclonic days (1861- 1989). Curved li ne rep -
resent s values after being passed thro ugh a 10 year Gaussian fi l ter .
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Fig. 2.2 Frequency of Cyclonic days (1861- 1989). Curved li ne rep resent s
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E ast er lies (A nnual A verage Frequency = 28.0)
Summer and autumn usually have small east erly tot als each year. Winter and
spring experience more days on average and also more int erannual variat ion . The most
signifi cant t rend for this classifi cat ion is apparent in winter; t here is clearly an increase
in the number of days classifi ed as east erly from 1920 onwards, but equally
importantly there is a discernible increase in the number of ext reme high values — the
seven highest winter tot als all occurred during the last 45 years of the 130 year period.
This var iation is of such magnitude that it s effects are clearly visible in the annual
time-series.
N or t h er lie s (Annual Average Frequency = 27.0)
The annual time-series shows the most interest ing features. The period of interest
begins wit h the late 1940s which experienced a low frequency of northerlies in all
seasons. In years immediately following, there was a larger tot al of northerly days
recorded, most clearly and abruptly during winter . Since 1955, however , t he annual
tot al has shown a steady decli ne which appears to be continuing. In particular, winter
tot als from 1970 onwards are about half their level of the previous 20 years.
N or t h -west er lie s (A nnual A verage Frequency = 18.1)
For this classifi cat ion , all seasons show similar long-t erm trends and so the annual
time-series can be considered representative. North-west erly tot als were at average
levels throughout the lat e 19th century but at the turn of the century began to decline
until 1920 when frequencies returned to around the average. It was in the early 1960s
that an upward t rend began which lasted until 1980. A sharp decline was then
experienced which has seen fi ltered tot als during the '80s fall to half their level of the
pr evious decade.
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S o u t h er lie s  (A nnual A verage Frequency = 51.5)
Autumn and winter show higher total s and variabili ty than spring and summer .
Autumn variability appears to have been great er in the period 1880 unt il 1930,
alt hough the average during these years was lit t le dif erent from that for the entire
t ime-ser ies.
In recent decades, frequencies have increased, particularly over the last 20 years.
Winter tot als have been rising since about 1960 but this was originally of set in the
annual tot als by a decli ne in aut umn frequencies. This t rend was reversed in 1970 and
the annual values star ted to rise again.
W est er lie s (Annual A verage Frequency = 90.0)
T he tot al numb er of westerly days remained stable both seasonally and an nually
until the 20th century. Increases then occurred most dist inctly in winter and spring
west erliness unt il the 1930s when a short decline was followed by a period of st able
near-average values . However, from 1950 until the present there has been a gradual
decrease in the tot al westerliness of all seasons. The aggregate ef ect upon the annual
value is evident in the plot .
T his decline is very import ant as it s absolute magnit ude is great er than al the
ot her t rends discussed above. Westerlies, along with ant icyclonicity and cyclonicity
form the three most important Lamb Weather Types, account ing for almost
three-quarters of the days in any year between them. T hus this declining t rend
indicates a considerable shift in the atmospheric circula tion pat terns over the Brit ish
Isles.
2 .2 .1 Su m m ar y
Figure 2.8 shows the annual time-series of all of the seven Lamb Classifi cation
types. By far the most signifi cant feature is the marked decline in westerly tot als since
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1950.  This drop in west erliness and , to a lesser extent nor therliness, has been
countered by increases in cyclonic and anticyclonic condit ion s. T he number of
sout herly days has also in creased during this period as had nor th-wester li ness unt il
1980  when it dropp ed su ddenly.
LW T s a n d En gla n d a n d W a les P r ecip it at ion
Ta bles 2.2 and 2.3 show the correlat ion coefi cients between t he seven main Lamb
Weat her Typ es and aver age rainfal l over England and Wales (W ig ley et al .,  1984;
Wig ley and Jon es ,  1987) for bot h mont hly and seasonal dat a . From t hese tables, it
can be seen t hat there is a st rong negat ive correlat ion between ant icyclonicity and
r ainfal l. As would be exp ected , there is a similar , physically reasonable, posit ive
correlat ion between rainfall an d cyclonicity. T he ot her cla ssifi cat ions produce
relat ively small correla tion coefi cient s whose signifi can ce is negligible in comparison
wit h ant icyclonicity an d cyclonicity.
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Fig . 2.8 An nu al frequency of seven m ain LWT s ( 186 1- 1989). Cur ved
li ne r ep resent s val ues aft er being passed t hrough a 10 year Gaussian
fi lt er . 132
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Mat rix contains correlation coefi cients.
Table 2.2
Monthly Correlat ions between Lamb Wea ther Typ es
and Rainfall in England and Wales for p eriod 1861- 1989
Table 2.4 shows the degree of success achieved by a Mult iple Linear Regression
an alysis using the Lamb Weat her Types to estimate the rainfall fi gures. The t able
shows the percentage of variance in the rainfall fi gures which can be explained by the
Classifi cat ion time-series.
The fi rst point to note is that the Lamb classifi cat ion can explain approximat ely
71% of the varian ce within the rainfal l data. The fi gure is higher than this for summer
an d winter bu t lower for the tran sit ional seasons, spring and autumn. The importance
of anticyclonicity an d cyclonicity is clear - they alone account for 69% of the variance
within the rainfall.
LW T s and Cent ral Eng land Temp erat ures
Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show the correlation coefi cient s between the Cent ral England
temperat ure data set (Manley, 1974; Legg, 1989) and the Lamb classifi cat ions. The
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Table 2.3
Seasonal Correlations between Lamb
Weather Types and Rainfall in England
and Wales for period  1861-1989
Matrix cont ains correla t ion coefi cient s.
Table 2.4
Variance in England and Wal es rainfall data  (1861-1989)
accounted for by Lamb Weather Types.
J an Feb Mar Apr May J un Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Variance (%) 72.3 78.6 66.5 69.5 65.7 69.5 74.0 71.4 70.6 65.3 74.4 71.6
Winter Spring Summer Aut um n
Variance (%) 79.9 65.1 75.7 63.6
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sit uat ion is mor e compli cat ed than that for rainfall; t he table of seasonal coeffi cients
demonstrat es this most clearly - no one classifi cat ion is important in all seasons. As
an il ustr at ive exam ple, look at anticyclonicity - a st rong positive correlation in
summer (+ 0.62) becomes small an d negat ive in autumn (- 0.05) with similarly
disparat e coefi cients in winter and spring . For this reason, a reduced number of
classifi cations cannot be reli ed upon - all 7 are equally impor tant in the regression
analysis.
Table 2.7 shows the variance values account ed for by LWT s. The relationship is
st ronger in Winter - accounting for 72% of the temp erat ure variance and
considerably weaker in the other seasons, explai ning ap proximately 50%. It is clear
then that temperature prediction from LWTs not only relies upon more variables than
rainfall est imat ion but is ultimately less successful .
Table 2.5
Mont hly Correlations between Lamb Weat her Types
and Cent ral Englan d Temperatures for period 1861- 1989
Mat rix contains correlat ion coefi cients.
Type Jan Feb Mar Apr May J un J ul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Table 2.6
Seasonal Correlations
between Lamb Weather Types
an d Cent ral England Temperatures
for period 1861- 1989
Matrix contains correla t ion coefi cients.
Type Winter Spring Sum mer Aut umn
Table 2.7
Variance in Central England t emperature dat a (1861- 1989)
accounted for by Lamb Weat her Types.
J an Feb Mar Apr May J un J ul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Variance (%) 72 .2 73.9 62.3 47.0 52.8 42.9 55.7 54.9 49.8 52.4 55.4 64.0
Win ter Spr ing Summer Autumn
Var iance (% ) 72.3 43.5 52.3 51.4
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2.3 G a les
There ar e very few sites over the United Kingdom which have long records of daily
wind strength. Both al terations to sites and changes in instrumentation mean that the
maximum length of homogenous site records in the U.K. is only of the order of 30
year s. In order to derive a daily objective cat alogue giving numerical values of
windfl ow an d vorticity it is necessary to use the grid-point mean sea-level pressure
data over the country. Here we fol ow the guideli nes of J enkinson and Collison (1977).
They developed an objective defi nition of a gale day by calibration with the monthly
frequency of gales over the sea areas around the Brit ish Isles for a ten year period.
The grid-point mean sea-level pressure data is available in daily form on a 50
lat it ude by 100 longitude grid ext ending back to the beginning of 1881.
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T he gr id point p at tern used for t he Brit ish Isles region is
65°N
60°N
55°N
50°N
45°N
Windfl ow charact er ist ics are computed  as  follows
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The gale index G is then defi ned as
G =  (F 2 +  (0.5Z )2)1
The gale index for the North Sea region is compiled in the same way from a similar
grid extending from 10°W to 20°E an d 45°N to 65°N. Over the 10 year period a gale is
recorded for G greater than 30, a severe gale for G greater than 40 and a very severe
gale for G great er than 50.
The construction of the grid-point mean sea-level pressure data over time has not
been consistent . Dif erences in the extraction of the grid-point data has led to some
periods where the dat a are smoother (low and high pressures less intense) than other
periods. Dat a for 1960- 65 are particularly smooth. In order to allow for this the
threshold defi nitions of gale days have been adj usted accordingly (Table 2.8).
The defi nition of the index based on grid-point mean sea-level pressure dat a has
one particularly serious disadvant age. Gal es which only af ect a small region such as
the October 16, 1987 event , will not be classifi ed as severe as gales which af ect a much
larger part of the country (e.g. J anuary 3, 1976).
Figures 2.9 – 2.10 show the gale counts for the U.K . and the Nort h Sea from 1880
unt il the present day. Increasing tot als are detect able in the U.K. series. In the 'gale '
count t his is apparent from 1970 onwards while the 'severe gale ' category has shown a
gradu al rise since the mid 1940s. The 'very severe gale ' plot shows the clearest but
most recent rise — beginning in the late 1970s. For the fi rst time since records began ,
one year (1982) contained 6 very severe gales.
The North Sea counts show much less clear t rends; the 'gal e' total once again
shows an increasing value from 1970 onwards. The 'severe gale ' plot shows no visible
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UK GALES
( Number in each year)
F ig. 2.9 T ime-ser ies of annual U.K. Gale counts ( 1880- 1990). T he 1990
value is t he tot al for J anuary, February an d March on ly. Curved li ne
rep resent s values a fter being passed th rough a 10 year G aussian fi lt er .
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Fig. 2.10 T im e-ser ies of annu al Nort h Sea Gale count s (1880- 1990). T he
1990 value is the t ot al for J anuary, February an d March only. Curved
line rep resen ts values aft er being passed t hrough  a  10 year Gaussian
fi l ter .
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Table 2.8
Threshold Value
of the gale index for dif erent periods
t rend and t he 'very severe gale' ca tegory shows only a slight rise over t he last 30 years .
2 .4 C lim a t e Scen ar io s
As a result of Man 's activit ies, t he concent rat ions of a number of radia tely-act ive t race
gases in t he atmosphere , in par t icular carbon dioxide, have in creased subst ant ially
ab ove t heir pre-in dust rial levels and are continuing to rise. It is predicted t hat t he
global cli mate will alt er as a result of t hese changes (W MO, 1986). Not only wil t he
world b ecome warmer b ut the dist ribut ion of precipit a t ion may alter drast ica lly.
T hese are global changes — t he models used to make est im ation s are st il too
cr ude t o produce region al scale predict ion of climate change . T wo 'scenario' methods
are oft en used to predict local ef ect s. T he fi rst uses t he out put from General
Circula t ion Models t o produce t he scenarios, t he second makes use of inst rument al
analogues. T he merit s and drawbacks of the two approaches have been discussed
14 2
elsewhere. (Wig ley et aL, 1985; Wig ley et al ., 1986; WMO, 1988)
The instrumental analogue method was used in this case. Warm and cold periods
were selected by examining the Northern Hemisphere Land Temperature records. The
make-up of each period in terms of Lamb Weather Type frequencies could then be
examined and dif erences between the periods highlight ed.
The warmest and coldest 20 year periods were 1934- 53 an d 1901- 20. Glob ally, the
last 20 years (1970- 89) have been the warmest although not in the Northern
Hemisphere. This period was, therefore, also included in the an alysis. The mean
temperatures for the landmasses of the Northern Hemisphere (J ones et al ., 1986a) an d
for the globe (Jones et aL, 1986b ) are list ed in Table 2.9. The global average includes
est im ates from the land and marine ar eas . The global t emperature dif erence between
the two warm periods and t he cold period is roughly the sam e, either 0.22°C or
0.30°C. Note, however, that for Northern Hemisphere temperatur es the 1934- 53
period is considerably warmer than the 1970- 89 period. Note al so that the lat er warm
period has a possible disadvant age in that global mean temperat ure has changed
markedly between it s beginning and end (Jones et al ., 1986b, updated ).
2 .4 . 1 La m b W ea t h er Ty p es
The seasonal averages of each Lamb Weather Type were cal culated for the three
periods of interest . The plot s of these are presented in fi gures 2.11 — 2.17. These
gr aphs were examined to determine the dif erences in t erms of Lamb Weather Types
between past global warm an d cool periods. The fi ndings of this analysis are presented
below:•
A nt icy clon icity
T he two warm periods show depar tures from the cool period in spring and
summer . Springs during the 1934- 53 period had , on average, 3 more ant icyclonic days
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Table 2.9
Mean Northern Hemi sphere and Global
Temperatures (°C) for select ed 20 year periods
t han a 190 1- 20 spring. A summer of the 1970- 89 time dif ered by a similar m argin .
T hus, the im plicat ion is that during warm global periods in the fut ure , t he U .K .
m ay experience in creased anticyclonicity during sprin g and summer .
C y clo n ic it y
T he t wo warm perio ds dif er from the cold period in dif erent direct ions durin g
sp ring and so no consistent conclusions can be drawn for t his season . In summ er , bot h
warm periods experienced slight ly less cyclonicity than t he 1901- 20 period .
E a st er lie s
Bot h winter and spring experienced between one and t hree days more easter lies
during t he warm periods. Durin g autumn , t his sit ua t ion was reversed wit h t he warm
p eriods having 2 fewer d ays on average t han t he 1901- 20 season .
N or t h er lie s
Winter and spring show no coherent dif erent iat ion . T wo fewer days of Nor t herlies
were recor ded in t he summ er and autumn of t he war mer per iods.
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F ig . 2.16 Aver age seasonal frequencies of southerly days for the per iods
1901-20, 1934-53  an d  1970-89.
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N or t h -west er lies
T his classifi ca tion shows a consistent t rend dur ing all seasons. A dif erence is also
m ain t ained between t he two war m p eriods t hemselves. T he 1970- 89 period has
approxim ately 1 more day t han t he 1934- 53 period whi ch in t urn has 1 more t han
1901- 20.
S o u t h er lies
T he ea rli er warmer per iod shows lit t le signifi cant dif erence from t he cool period
but t he 1970- 89 period exhi bit s on average 1 m ore sout herly d ay in each season .
W est er lies
As would be consistent with the ea rlier discussed decli ne of t he westerlies , a clear
d rop has occurred in wint er and spring from 1901- 20 t o 1934- 53 and t hen 1970- 89.
T he dif erence between each of t he per iods is of the order of 2 or 3 days during all
seasons .
2 .4 .2 G a le s
T he gale count s during t he t hree per iod s were also examin ed . The plot s of t hese
are presented in fi gu res 2.18 — 2.23.
U .K .
For all t hree severi t ies of gale , the warm periods had markedly higher aut umn
count s. For bot h 'gale ' and 'severe gale' cat egories, the cooler per iod had a larger
wint er t ot al. Very severe gales however were more prevalent in t he 1970- 89 period
d urin g all seasons.
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F ig.  2.21  Average season al frequencies of North Sea gales for t he per iods
1901-20, 1934-53  and  1970-89.
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F ig . 2.23 Aver age seasonal freq uen cies of Nor th Sea very severe gales for
t he p er iods  1901-20, 1934-53
 and  1970-89.
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In the 'gale' count , the winters of the warmer periods cont ained 2 or  3  fewer gales
than the cool period . Severe gales were also reduced in the warmer periods' winters.
Very severe gales showed a less coherent pat tern in winter bu t both warm periods had
nearly  3  t imes the autumnal tot al of the colder period.
2 .4 .3 Su m m ar y
Once again , the westerly LWT shows the most important t rait ; considerably fewer
westerly days were found in wint er and spring of the warmer periods. Other signifi cant
fi ndings are that more north-westerliness occurred in  1970-89  and  1934-53  than
1901-20. Although the two warmer periods were not consistent , increased
ant icyclonicity was found during their springs and summers. Also, less northerli ness in
summer and autumn was not ed in the warmer periods.
A seasonal shift occurred in the timing of both U.K. and North Sea gales. Winter
tot al s increased at the expense of the aut umn frequency. Also, in the later warm
period , a noticeably higher fr equency of very severe gales was recorded .
2 .4 .4 R a in fa ll an d Tem p er a t ur e Scen a r ios
By subst ituting the seasonal average frequencies of the Lamb Weather Typ es for
the three periods back into the regression equations as discussed in  2.4, it was possible
to determine the rainfall and temperature changes which may result in  a  warmer
world . This could be done by making the assumption that changes in Lamb Weather
Typ e frequencies from cool to warm periods would be reproduced and perhaps
enlarged in any fut ure warming of the world . The result ing estimations of rainfall in
England an d Wales and Cent ral England temperatures for the three periods are
plot ted in fi gures  2.24- 2.25. Since they are estimates based only upon Lamb Weather
Type changes their accuracy as concern s the  actual  rainfall and temperatures is not
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examined here. It is the dif erences between the periods which is under examination .
The discussion below cent res upon the predict ed values from the regression equations
n ot the actual dat a.
R a in fall in E n gla n d an d Wa les
Essentially, the two warmer periods produced less est imated rainfall, particularly
in wint er an d summer . In winter , this was largely the result of the decli ne in westerlies
(which are associated with precipitation in wint er) since the fi rst 20 years of this
century. Summers of 1970- 89 particularly were judged drier because of increased
anticyclonicity (associa ted with decreased rainfall ) and slightly reduced cyclonicity.
Autumn helped reduce the precipitation defi cit very slightly since the warmer
periods were est imated as being some 4mm wetter than 1901- 20. Spring produced an
int erest ing result — the 1934- 53 season was est imated at 15mm drier than 1901- 20
an d the 1970- 89 time at l Omm wet ter than the cool period. This perplexing result can
be explained by examining the anticyclonicity and cyclonicity plot s. The 1934- 53
period had much increased ant icyclonicity in spring which is linked with less rainfall.
Conversely, cyclonic conditions are associated with increased rainfall, and these were
more frequent during 1970- 89 springs.
Less rainfall can be expected in Britain as a consequence of the greenhouse ef ect .
This is as a result of increased anticyclonicity and decreased cyclonicity, the two LWTs
st rongly li nked to rainfall.
C ent r a l E n gla n d Tem p er at ur es
T he temperature predictions were less accurate — it should also be remembered
that only 50% of t emperature variance was accounted for by the LWTs in the
regression an alysis. Summer and autumn produced warmer temperat ures — the
1970- 89 period to a much greater degree in both seasons (0.4°C) than the 1934- 53
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 Est im ation s of monthly average England and Wales rainfall
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 1901-20, 1934-53  an d  1970-89  using regression equat ions.
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p eriod (0.1°C). In summer , bot h the warmer periods experienced increased
Ant icyclonicity but t he ext remity of 1970- 89 is caused by t he much reduced
Wester li ness during this period . The autumn dif erent ial was mostly due t o t he
decreased frequ ency of east erlies and nor therli es . Wint er though prod uced est im at es
over 0.5°C cooler during t he globally warm periods — t his too was caused by the
decli ne of the wester li es . As wit h the rainfall resul ts, spring showed the two warm
periods divergin g; 1934- 53 was 0.1°C warmer th an 1901- 20 an d 1970- 89 was 0.3°C
cooler t h an the spring of t he cool period . The 1934- 53 spring h ad increased
anticyclonicity which is associated wit h rai sed temperat ures whereas t he 1970- 89
spring was cooler on ce agai n b ecause of the decline in frequency of west er lies.
T he decline of West erly frequencies is the most im p or t an t fa ctor in t he
t emper ature predictions. If frequ encies continue to fall , Brit ai n is li kely t o experience
cooler wint ers and warmer summers and aut umns
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3 R A D IAT I ON A N D EVA P OR AT ION
Simulations from a numb er of GCMs are available. In this section we analyse the
seasonal result s from GCMs which have archived incident solar radiat ion and
evaporat ion dat a. Some details about the models are given in Table 3.1. These models
and ot hers have been intercompared by a number of au thors (see, for example,
Schlesinger and Zhao, 1989). Most intercomparisons ar e made using model generated
and real world temperature and precipit at ion data. The result s indicat e that while the
models reproduce many features of the real world, models show defi ciencies in any
regions. Furthermor e, there is great variability between the models .
Alt hough no comparison between real world and model generated incident solar
radiation and evaporat ion data are performed we would expect it to show similar
defi ciencies to the temperature and precipit at ion comparisons . Consider able
int ermodel variability can be expected for the variables analysed here as has been
Table 3.1
Characteristics of General Circulat ion Models
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Horison st Rupolution:
UKMO GISS GFDL OSU
Lati tude 5° 7.83° 4.50 40
Longitude 7.5° 100 7.50 50
°C  change in global
mean temp. for
+ 5.2 + 4.2 + 4.0 + 2.8
2 x CO2
%  change in global
precip. for 2 x CO2
+ 15.0 + 11.0 + 8.7 + 7.8
observed with temperat ure and precipitat ion.
Incident solar radiat ion inform at ion is available from the GISS, GFDL, OSU and
UKMO models. Evaporation is also available only from the fi rst three models.
3 .1 I n cid ent Solar R ad ia t ion
W int er
All four models predict small changes for winter . The GFDL and GISS both
envisage small negative changes over most of Brit ain — in the order of - 2 or - 3 win '
The OSU model , though, shows most of Brit ain experiencing slight increases
in incident solar radiat ion . The UKMO model shows almost no change over the U.K..
Sp r ing
T he models show a much great er range of change for this season than winter . They
all show positive changes over the majority of Brit ain. One feature of the GFDL
model which recurs in many seasons is the large estimated changes at high lat itudes —
for instance, in this season , changes of more than 100 win ' (> 50%) occur at around
66° lat it ude. These large fl uctuations do not extend down as far as Brit ain but
approach the Shet land region in some seasons. For spring, the scale is such that
changes over Britain can only be labelled as being posit ive but less than 18 win ' .
The UKMO concurs with this, showing an increase of 18 wm- 2 ( 1 0%) in Scotland.
The OSU model disagrees st rongly with the GF DL predictions for high latitudes —
giving negative changes as large as - 23 wm- 2 ( 14%) in these areas. Over Brit ain ,
though, small (near zero) posit ive changes are forecast by this model. The GISS model
shOws similar estimat es.
Sum m er
Summer shows a broad agreement between the models. The largest positive
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changes are forecast for this season. The UKMO shows the most extreme values —
changes of + 30 wm- 2 (2-z 12%) are produced over northern Scotland , decreasing to
around + 10 (.=.4%) in south-east England. GISS and OSU both show shift s of + 10
( 4%) in the south  decreasing  to + 2 (P.:1%) in northern Scotland i.e. the reverse of
the regional pat tern produced by UKMO. The GFDL model once again shows very
large changes (over 150 wm- 2, > 50%), in high latitudes and indicat es positive change
over Brit ain of the sam e order as the other models.
A u t u m n
Small changes were forecast by all the models. The GFDL model shows sm all
negative changes over most of Britain with small posit ive changes in the south-west .
T he GISS and OSU models show similar pat terns over Britain , bot h ranging from
small negative fl uctuations in Scotland to increases of around + 4 wm- 2 (rt 5%) in
sout hern England. T he UKMO model shows t he reverse pat tern to this and also the
largest changes for this season — increases of approximately + 12 wrn- 2 (2-- 10%) in
Scot land reducing to + 3 (2-..3%) over most of England .
3 . 1 . 1 S u m m a r y
Overall , signifi cant increases are forecast for Britain particularly in summer and, to
a lesser extent , spring. The changes are generally of the order of 10 wrn- 2 (22:4%).
Some decreases were predicted but they were exceptions to the general increasing
trend. Some degree of caution should be exercised, however, because of the great
int ermodel variability in the present cli mate simulations ( 1 x CO2 results).
The UKMO model predicts quite large increases in incident solar radiat ion for all
seasons — particularly in Scotland where changes of 30 wm- 2 (2: 12%) are forecast
during summer . The OSU model produces small positive changes for most seasons;
the increases being larger in southern England with some negat ive shifts occurring in
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Scot land . The GISS model shows marked similarities with the OSU model : again,
small posit ive increases occur in most seasons with larger shift s in the south of
England. During winter small negative fl uctuations were forecast for the whole of
Britain . T he GFDL produced the most extreme maps of changes - summer in
lat itudes of around 65° is forecast to experience a doubling of incident solar radiation .
Summer an d spring wil have large changes but winter and autumn wil change li t tle
according to this model.
3 .2 Ev ap orat ion
W int er
There was a large degree of agreement between the three models. Over all of
Brit ain increases of around 0.2 mm/ day (P.-5- 7%) were forecast . The extreme west
an d north show larger values. All the models al so show much larger increases at
higher lat itudes (> 65°N); of the order of 1 mm/ day
Sp r in g
Again , the models largely concur with larger increases being indicat ed in the north
an d west . The magnitude of the shifts show larger variance than for winter —  OSU
an d GFDL show increases of around 0 2 mm / day ( 10%) but GISS estimates nearer
0.4 mm/ day ( 20%) for the majority of the U.K..
Su m m er
This is the only season in which decreases in evaporat ion are predicted for Brit ain .
OSU shows very small negat ive values (- 0.03) in most of Britain with similarly small
positive values in northern Scotland and south-west England . Both GISS and GF DL
show small negative val ues in part s of sout hern Brit ain but positive values increasing
as one  travels  northwards to values of + 0.6 mm/ day (r-,..-8%) in Scotland (GISS) an d
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north-east England (GFDL).
A u t u m n
Autumn produces the greatest disagreement between all the models bu t also the
largest rises over Brit ain . OSU estimates increases of between 0.4 ( 20%, Scot land)
and 0.2 mm / day south-east England) for Britain . The GISS model shows a
confl icting pat tern with the largest increases (0.7 mm/ day, :.--.25%) in the south-west
dropping to 0.2 mm / day (P.-.8%) in northern Scotland. Dif erent again, the GFDL
model shows changes of + 0.6 mm/ day (:.--20%) in north-east ern England but only
+ 0.1 ( 8%) in southern England .
3 .2 .1 S u m m ar y
Important increases are forecast in evaporat ion particularly for Scotland and
northern England . All seasons except winter show similarly signifi cant changes .
T he OSU model shows the least predicted change of all the models. Only autumn
shows fl uctuat ions larger than 0.2 mm/ day. GISS forecasts the largest shifts - spring,
summer and autumn all having shift s of around 0.5 mm/ day in areas of the Brit ish
Isles. Aut umn shows a unique feat ure — the grea test change on the map is found in
the Atlantic Ocean level with France. This radiat es outwards giving Wales an d
south-west England the greatest changes. Finally, the GFDL model shows posit ive
change of around 0.2 mm / day during winter and spring. In summ er an d autumn there
is a great deal of variat ion across the count ry with north-eastern England experiencing
increases of 0.6 mm / day (summer and aut umn ) and the south-east decreases of 0.5
mm/ day (sum mer only).
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Fig 3.2 In cident Solar Radiation (Winter ) from GISS model for I x CO2,
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F ig 3.4 In cident Solar R adiat ion (W inter ) from UKMO m odel for 1 x CO2,
2 x CO2 and 2 x CO2- 1 x CO2.
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Fig 3.6 Incident Solar Radiation (Spring) from GISS model for I x 0 0 2,
2x 0 0 2 and 2x CO2- 1x G0 2.
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F ig 3.7 In cident Solar Radiation (Spring) from OSU m odel for l x CO2,
2 x CO2 and 2 x CO2- 1 x CO2.
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F ig 3.9 Incident Sola r Radiation (Summer ) from GFDL model for 1 x CO2,
2 x CO2 and 2 x CO2- 1 x CO2.
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Fig 3.14 Incident Solar Radiat ion (Autumn ) from GISS model for 1 x 0 0 2,
2 x CO2 an d 2 x 0 0 2- 1 x 0 0 2.
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Fig 3.15 In cident Solar Radiat ion (Autumn ) from OSU model for 1 x  CO2,
2 x CO2  and 2 x CO2- 1x CO2.
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F ig 3 .24 Evapor at ion (Summer ) from GISS model for I x G 0 2, 2 x C O 2
and 2 x CO2- 1 x 0 0 2.
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F ig 3 .26 Eva por at ion (Au t umn ) from GF D L model for l x CO2, 2 x 0 0 2
an d 2 x C O2- 1 x 0 0 2.
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4 SPAT I A L A N A LO G U E S
Another approach to ident ifying what the fut ur e climate in the U.K. may be li ke,
involves the use of present day inst rument al da ta from dif erent geographical regions.
In this approach , inst rumental dat a from meteorological stat ions in a warmer region of
the world, such as the Mediterranean , is used as an an alogue for the future. The main
advantage of the approach is that the impacts of future change, on agricult ure and
hydrology, can be studied by considering present-day practices in the analogue region .
T he use of stat ion time-series allows aspects of climate variabili ty and ext reme event s
to be studied .
There are, however, a number of potent ially seriou s problems associated with the
use of geographical or spatial analogues. These relate to dif erences in the locat ion ,
particularly the latitude , height and aspect . Changes occur in the diu rnal an d seasonal
cycle, for example, as one moves towards the t ropics. Local topographic ef ect s may
rule out one region as  a  useful future analogue.
Selection of analogue sites should be undert aken using present day cli mat ic
normals based on the current climate of the U.K . region under study. An init ial
selection of useful stat ions could be ident ifi ed based on annual mean temperature an d
tot al precipitation . This selection could then be refi ned by comparing seasonal dat a
with t he present -day seasonal cycle. In doing this a number of general principles
should be fol owed. Analogue regions should generally be near the western coasts of a
continent , away from continental interiors and they should not be stations which are
subj ect to strong local cli mate or orographic infl uences .
An init ial sear ch would reveal many part s of the world on the east ern side of  a
major continent where mean temperature is greater than the U.K.. We can probably
rule out regions where the annual precipitat ion is lower than that which currently
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occurs in the U.K. as all the current ly available GCM result s indicate an increase in
annu al precipit ation tot als. Possible regions on the eastern coast of Aust ralia , China
an d South America can be ruled out because of their location. Furthermore, the
Rockies and Andes make analogues on the western coast s of North and South America
inappropriat e. Bot h regions exhibit a far greater infl uence on the regional climate
t han do the Pennines or the Scot tish mountains. The best region would appear to be
the Mediterranean area of southern Europe. This region has the advantage of being
geographically close to the U.K. in t erms of lat it ude and longitude, whilst also being  a
region which has had a long history of human development .
Selection of the analogue depends to a large extent on the degree of temperature
increase expected . In other words how sensitive is the climate system to
greenhouse-gas forcing an d for what decade in the future is the analogue required .
T he oceanic infl uence on Britain 's climat e would tend to favour analogue regions in
western France an d northern and western part s of the Iberian peninsula . Al such
regions would indicat e that increases in temperature and precipitat ion would be
smallest during the summer . This is in accord with the GCM result s which suggest a
weakening of the seasonal cycle of temperature and, albeit with grea t intermodel
variability, a tendency towards more winter and less summer precipitation.
Development of spat ial analogue scenarios from regions in south-western Europe
would appear to have considerable merit part icularly for western part s of the U.K..
Even some of the geological features are similar in west ern France. Developing
scenarios in this way for eastern England and Scotland would appear to be a bit more
problematical. The European continent means that even in eastern France winters are
generally colder than those experienced, even in eastern Scotland. The moderat ing
infl uence of the North Sea on the cli mate of eastern England will not make the
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t emperat ures cooler in the fut ure. For south-east England the best analogue would
ap pear to be south-west ern France as the full ifi fluence-of the AtlaritiC Ocean is-
somewhat moderated by the Ib erian peninsula.
For Scotland and even nor thern England the most appropriate analogue region is
li kely to be southern England, par ticularly if the climate sensit ivity is low or if the
desired scenario time is only up to about 50 years into the fut ure. The advantage of
the analogue being in the same country are that agricultural and hydrological
practices are li kely to be much more easily tran sferred.
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5 C O N C LU SI ON S
In the fi rst half of this part of the report we have considered past variat ions in daily
weather patterns an d gale day counts over the U.K.. T he aim of this exercise was to
develop scenarios which may result from the increasing concent rations of greenhouse
gases in the at mosphere. The rat ionale for using past data is that the current
generation of C CMs are incapable of reproducing realist ic day to day weat her
variability.
T he most important Lamb Weather Types (LWTs) are anticyclonic, cyclonic and
westerly. Taken toget her these three weather types account for about 60% of all days.
T he most not able feature of the data set is a decline in the number of westerly days
since the 1920s. Increases in anticyclonicity, cyclonicity and north-westerliness have to
some extent made up for this defi cit . To assess possible changes in the future we
compared LWTs for two warm periods 1934- 53 and 1970- 89 wit h the cool period
1901- 20. Alt hough the two warm periods were not consistent in their feat ures, both
suggest increased ant icyclonicity in springs and summers. Less northerliness in
summer and autum n was evident in t he warmer periods . Less wester li ness occurred in
bot h warm periods, but this may be related to t he longer time-scale decli ne in the
number of westerly days.
Also, using past cli mat e data , we invest igated changes in the number of gale days
over the U.K. and North Sea regions. In order to do this over as long a period as
possible we developed an object ive index of the gale 'pot ential' for each day since
Decemb er 1880. Increasing totals of the number of gales over the U.K. are apparent
since 1970 wit h  a  greater increase in the numbers of severe and very severe gales.
Changes over the North Sea region are less evident alt hough slight rises are noticeable.
An alysis of the past warm and cool periods suggests that the winter frequency of gales
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over both regions are increasing at the expense of gales in autum n No overall increase
in annual frequency was noticed. The most recent warm period , 1970- 89 has seen a
higher frequency of very severe gales. The trend towar ds more gales in winter and
more very severe gales in recent years would obviously be amplifi ed by including data
for the J anuary to March 1990 period .
The second half of this part of the report considers what possible changes in
incoming solar radiat ion and evaporat ion may occur as a result of increasing
greenhouse gas concentrat ions. As both of these parameters ar e output by some
GCMs, we have assessed the common features of their projections for a high-CO2
world . Despite the great intermodel variability for both variables, the common
features for incoming solar radiation would suggest increases over Brit ain during
summer an d, to a lesser extent , spring . Changes in the other seasons would be small.
Over all the changes would be of the order 10 wm- 2 or an increase of about 4%. For
evaporat ion , in creases are predict ed, particularly for Scotland and northern England .
In creases are expect ed in all seasons except for wint er .
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